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What is the Challenge in Robotics?

- The current situation in software for robotics can be compared with the early times of the *World Wide Web* where one had to be a computer engineer to setup web pages.

- The *World Wide Web* turned into a universal medium only since the availability of tools
  - which have made it accessible to everyone
  - which allow domain experts (like journalists) to provide content without bothering with technical details
  - which ensure sustainability / availability of contents independently of preferred operating systems, browsers etc.

=> *separation of roles and separation of concerns*

=> *this is a universal approach towards successfully handling complexity: applications, markets, sharing efforts / risks*
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**separation of concerns**

=> *e.g. model-based approaches like MDSD to explicate structures / properties*

=> *e.g. DSLs to allow non-roboticists to use robotics technology*
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What is the problem?
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Relevant information is hidden in the source files.

→ source code has to be analysed

The robot has no access to that (hidden) information to reason on it at run-time.
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How it works? → Use Component Models!

Component Shelf → Component Builder → System Integrator

Parameters, Properties, Ports (Interfaces), Resource Information, ...

ARE EXPLICATED IN THE MODELS
AND ARE NOT HIDDEN IN THE SOURCE FILES

Name: planner
Ports:
  mapClient : pushNewestClient<gridmap>
  goalServer : pushNewestServer<goal>
  plannerEvent : eventServer<goalStatus>
  state : stateServer
  param : parameterServer
...
States:
  active, neutral, ...
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Bridge between Design-time- and Runtime-Models

Models allow to ...

• explicate information
• provide a black-box view
• provide a hull that supports to switch the level of abstraction (e.g. from Component Builder View to System Integrator View)
• use MDSD tools to run automated model checks

As models are computational, also the robot can access the explicated information.

=> The robot can take this information into account to make decisions at run-time.
Illustration of the Development Process

- Implemented as UML 2.0-Profile for Robotics Software Components
- supports Component Development, System Integration, Deployment
- based on standards: UML 2.0, Papyrus, Eclipse Modeling Project, etc.
- different Runtime-Platforms, Middleware-Systems etc.

2-step transformation workflow (framework builder view)
The SmartSoft Component Model
Mapping to different Middlewares

- meta-information for user-code
  - e.g. platform constraints
  - runs only on QNX
  - runs only on RTAI-Linux

stable interface towards user-code
stable interface towards other components
internal implementation of the component hull is generated depending on the parameters
The SmartSoft Communication Patterns
- send: one-way communication
- query: two-way request/response
- push newest: 1-to-n distribution
- push timed: 1-to-n distribution
- event: asynchronous conditioned notification

The SmartSoft Services
- param: component configuration
- state: activate/deactivate component services
- wiring: dynamic component wiring
- diagnose: introspection of components

(internally based on communication patterns)
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Screencast “Simple Navigation”

http://youtu.be/04SqzrS6Udw
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System Integrator View
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Graphical Representation of Deployment Model
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System Integrator View – Buttler Scenario
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Human Robot Interaction
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Task coordination components connect to state and parameter servers of all components (not displayed) and to all ports that appear disconnected in this diagram.
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System Integrator View – Buttler Scenario
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